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HACCP
MENU ITEMS HACCP
Below are a list of all menu items currently being served. Products that have an ‘X’ along side 
signify that, that product is subject to that columns critical control points which can be found further 
down the page.
PRODU
CT / 
ITEM

CP #1
RECEIV
ING

CP #2
COLD 
HOLD

CP #3
THAW

CP#4
COOK

CP #5
PREP

CP #6
HOT 
HOLD

CP #7
COOL

CP #8
REHEA
T

CP #9 
VACK 
PACK

CCP 
#10 
SOUS 
VIDE

BREAD X X X X

CURED & 
DRIED 
MEATS

X X X

TINNED 
GOODS

X X X X X X

HOMEMA
DE SOUP

X X X X X X X X

PRAWNS X X X X X X X

SHRIMPS X X X X X X X X

SAUSAGE
S

X X X X X X X X X

SCALLOP
S

X X X X X X

CHICKEN 
LIVER 
PARFAIT

X X X X X X X

FRESH 
VEGETAB
LES

X X X X X X X

FRESH 
FRUIT

X X X

CHEESE X X X

SMOKED 
SALMON

X X X

PULLED 
PORK

X X X X X X X X

FRESH 
FISH

X X X X X X X X X

PASTA X X X X X X

DUCK 
BREAST

X X X X X X X X X X

LAMB 
CHUMPS

X X X X X X X X X X

CHICKEN 
BREAST

X X X X X X X X X X

STEAKS X X X X X X X X X

PRODU
CT / 
ITEM
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BURGER X X X X X X X

ICE 
CREAM

X X X

CP #1
RECEIV
ING

CP #2
COLD 
HOLD

CP #3
THAW

CP#4
COOK

CP #5
PREP

CP #6
HOT 
HOLD

CP #7
COOL

CP #8
REHEA
T

CP #9 
VACK 
PACK

CCP 
#10 
SOUS 
VIDE

PRODU
CT / 
ITEM

PRODUC
T / ITEM

CP #1
RECEIVI
NG

CP #2
COLD 
HOLD

CP #3
THAW

CP#4
COOK

CP #5
PREP

CP #6
HOT 
HOLD

CP #7
COOL

CP #8
REHEAT

CP #9 
VACK 
PACK

CCP 
#10 
SOUS 
VIDE

RISOTTO X X X X X X

CHICKEN 
CURRY

X X X X X X X

Venison X X X X X X X X X X

PORK 
BELLY

X X X X X X X X X

Cured 
Salmon

X X X

Fish pie X X X X X

Meat Balls X X X X X X

Feather 
Blade of 
Beef

X X X X X X

Arancini X X X X X X

Potted 
Shrimps

X X X X X X
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Control Point # 1 - RECEIVING
Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 
*Stem thermometer 

*Source is approved

*Not adulterated; including food that contains any poisonous or deleterious substance, is diseased, 
contaminated, filthy, putrid, or decomposed or is otherwise unfit for human consumption

*Cans are not swollen or dented

*Frozen products are received frozen solid

*Refrigerated products ≤8º C

*Refrigerated and frozen products will be moved to cold storage immediately

*Ice cream to be received ≤-16º C

*Refuse delivery

*Return food

*Discard food

*Upon delivery refrigerated and frozen products temperatures will be checked with a thermometer 
and recorded on pen & paper to later be submitted on daily form.

*Cans will be examined for dents or swelling

*Packaging will be inspected for damage, contamination and general integrity

*Produce will be examined for mold, pests or other sources of adulteration

*Stem thermometer will be checked for calibration weekly & recorded on a weekly form 
completed every monday.
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Critical Control Point # 2 - COLD STORAGE
Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*Raw foods are stored according to final cooking temperature (highest cooked temperature 
product on bottom, ready to eat products on top, etc.)

*Raw foods are separated from cooked and ready to eat foods

*High risk foods such as raw chicken, fish & dairy should have temperatures checked individually 
to ensure they are ≤5º C and recorded

*Refrigerated products ≤8ºC and frozen products are frozen solid

*Pasteurized products and potentially hazardous reduced oxygen packaged food ≤5º C 

*Foods will be labeled in accordance with day dot & labelling policy.

*Food is placed to permit free circulation of cold air

*Foods will be covered

*Food must be placed at least 6” off the ground in walk in refrigerators/freezers

*If seafood is stored on ice, the ice is drained

*Ready to eat raw foods will be separated from other raw and ready to eat products

*Discard if food is >8º C for 2 hours or if time out of temperature is unknown

*Do not refreeze thawed food, may be refrigerated if under 8ºC

*Separate raw foods from cooked and ready to eat foods IF contamination is not found. If 
contamination is found, discard contaminated items.

*Label food (on side of container if lid is removable)

Any cold storage units with temperatures that do not meet critical limits will be emptied and not 
used until fixed.

*Refridgeration temperatures are recorded daily using temperature displays and recorded on daily 
form. These displays are calibrated once a week and recored on the weekly form submitted every 
monday.

*Refrigeration units are maintained by MarCold. Any faults are to be reported to management 
immediately.

*Thermometers will be calibrated and/or checked for accuracy weekly at minimum 

*Thermometers & Refridgeration temperature displays.

*Refrigerator *Freezer
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Critical Control Point # 3 - DEFROSTING

Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*In refrigerator at ≤8ºC

*Under clean running water ≤20ºC in a sanitized environment

*Thawed as part of a cook step (cooked from frozen)

*Discard food if product temperature for >8ºC for >2 hours

*Alter process

*Sanitize sink and equipment

*Reduced oxygen packaged seafood is removed from package before thaw, or as stated on 
package directions

*Manager will ensure processes are being followed

*Temperatures will be checked with stem thermometer

*Sink

*Thermometer

*Refrigerator
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Critical Control Point # 4 - COOK
Monitoring:  *See Separate Chart for Sous Vide Cooking 

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*Internal temperature of chicken; stuffed meats; and stuffing containing meats, poultry, or fish at 
least 75ºC for 15 seconds

*Undercooked seared beefsteak may be served at customer request if ONLY whole muscle, intact 
beefsteak is prepared for immediate service and meat is seared continuously on both top and 
bottom using the Plancha set to 240ºC and achieves a cooked color change on all external surfaces

*Food cooked in microwave must be cooked to 75º C and must be steaming hot all the way 
through

*Food items such as stews, soups and broths that are to be cooked and served or cooked and 
chilled must be heated to 75ºC to kill any bacteria that may be present.

*Fresh fish products are cooked until texture and colour change occurs, with only trained chefs 
cooking these products. Our assessment on changes that take place when the fish portions 
become cooked are: The fish should loose its translucent appearance on the inside. The exterior 
of the fish portion changes colour and texture. The fish will become firm to the touch. These 
assessments are only to be made by experienced food handlers.

*All sous vide cooking is to be completed according to the Sous Vide Food Flows shown below 
and the Sous Vide Cooking Temperatures and Times Chart.

*Continue heating until internal temperature is attained

*Discard food is critical control points are note adhered to.

*If potentially hazardous food is intentionally undercooked,customers must be warned that: 
“Consuming raw or undercooked animal foods may increase your risk of contracting a foodborne 
illness, especially if you have medical conditions”

*Ensure internal temperature has been reached by use of stem thermometer

*Stem thermometers to be calibrated once a week and recorded on the weekly checks form.

*Stem thermometer *Sous Vide

*Grill/flat top *Deep fryer

*Oven *Stovetop

*Steamer *Microwave
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Critical Control Point # 5 - PREPARATION & READY 
TO SERVE
Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*Employee hygiene is maintained, i.e. hands are washed, hair restraint used if necessary, clean 
uniform & appropriate clothing.

*Employees must adhere to Illness exclusion policy.

*Equipment cleaned and sanitized

*Hand contact is minimized

*Time of food at ambient temperature less than 1 hour

*Pre-chill ingredients to ≤8º C for cold hold recipes

*Raw fruits and vegetables are washed with water to remove any debris and contamination

*Recepticals and chopping boards are used in accordance to the Chopping board and receptical 
procedure to minimise risk of cross-contamination.

*All Vac Packing to be completed in accordance with the Vac Packing procedure. Raw products to 
be vac packed in raw machine only and cooked products to be vac packed in the cooked machine 
only.

*Thoroughly wash hands in accordance to Hand Wash Policy

*Utilize gloves when necessary

*Sanitise equipment with Evans Sanitiser

*Discard food if >8º C for 2 or more hours, or if time is unverifiable

*Manager will ensure employees are following monitoring procedures and corrective actions

*All Chefs & Food Handlers will monitor time food is spent at ambient temperature and 
temperature of food

*Stem thermometer *Utensils

*Hand sink *Mixer

*Soap, paper towels, gloves *Counter/ prep table

*Hair restraint *Pans

*Refrigerator
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Critical Control Point # 6 - HOT HOLDING
Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*Food is held at ≥ 63ºC using heated serving units and holding ovens

*Food is kept covered when not in use

*Food is rapidly reheated to ≥75º C and held at ≥63º C if time out of temperature is ≤2 hours

*Discard food <63º C (<54º C for rare roast beef) for 2 hours or more

*Temperature of food is checked with stem thermometer

*Heated Display units

*Stem thermometer

*Holding Ovens and cabinets
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Critical Control Point # 7 - COOLING
Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*Reduce food mass by separating foods into smaller, or thinner portions in, preferably in shallow 
pans <3” in depth

*Refrigerate (loosely covered or not covered) until cool

*Cool from 60º C to 5º C in less than 2 hours, using Iced water where necessary

*Products will not be allowed to cool at room temperature

*Discard product if critical limits are not adhered to

*Check temperature with stem thermometer

*Ensure cooling products are in shallow pans and stirred as frequently possible

*Cooling times and temperatures are to be recored and submitted on daily form.

*Stem thermometer

*Refrigerator

*Ice

*Gastronome Trays
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Critical Control Point # 8 - REHEATING
Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*Potentially hazardous food is rapidly reheated to ≥75º C for 15 seconds in ≤ 2 hours

*Sous Vide products are all reheated in accordance with the Sous Vide Food Flow for each 
individual product and Sous Vide Cooking Times and Temperatures guide.

*Continue heating until temperature is attained

*Discard food if temperature is not attained

*Temperature taken at coolest part of food with stem thermometer

*Time of reheat period will be checked

*Temperatures and appearance of reheated food is verified by the experience of trained chefs.

*Stove

*Stem thermometer

*Microwave
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Critical Control Point # 9 - VAC PACKING
Monitoring:   

Corrective Action: 

Verification: 

Equipment: 

*Raw foods are Vac packed using the RAW Vac packer located in the preparation kitchen on the 
bench to the left of the sinks. The Raw Vac pack pouches are positioned labelled in the same 
location in a box marked RAW.

*Cooked foods are Vac packed using the Cooked Vac packer located on the bench next to the dry 
stores area and the Cooked Vac packer pouches are located in a box in the same location labelled 
COOKED. Under no circumstance should the cooked vacuum packer be used for raw.

*Vac Pack machines are to be sanitised and throughly cleaned before and after each use and/or 
between usage with different products.

*All Vac Pack Products are to be labelled with day dots including a handwritten date that 
packaging took place in according to day dot and labelling procedure and stored in the refrigerator 
for no longer than 7 days.

*Only trained food handlers to operate the Vac Pack Machines

*Only food grade (up to 100ºC) bags to be used for all Vac Packing and Sous Vide cooking.

*Any products that are delivered already vac packed that are the be re-portioned and vac packed 
again are to be done in a sterilised environment with labelling being transferred onto new 
packaging to ensure traceability and shelf life by following the day dot & labelling policy.

*Any products that arrive Vac Packed in large quantities that are to be broken down into smaller 
quantities are Vac Packed must be done so in a clean sterile work area and on the same day that 
they are delivered. Raw items to be packed in the raw vac packer & cooked items in the cooked 
vac packer using the appropriate raw or cooked bags. All items re-vac packed must be checked for 
freshness and then labeled with day dots. The same cold storage policy applies to these items 
which is storage for no longer than 7 days in the refrigerator. 

*Thoroughly wash hands in accordance to Hand Wash Policy

*Utilize gloves when necessary

*Sanitise equipment with Evans Sanitiser

*Discard food if thought to be contaminated or product has exceeded storage period of 7 days.

*Managers to ensure monitoring and corrective actions are complied with. 

*Raw Vac Packer

*Cooked vac Packer

*Raw Vac Pack Bags

*Cooked Vac Pack Bags
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SOUS VIDE
COOKING TIMES & TEMPS
Sous Vide Cooking Equivalent to Standard Treatments (to be used for white meats and poultry):

These temperature and time combinations do not apply to lean cuts of red meat such as steaks, 
providing they have not been mechanically tenderised or the surface of the meat has been 
tampered with. These items can be served at conventional temperatures. (eg, Medium rare steak 
at 56 degrees) 

Temperature at the slowest heating point ( Number of minutes required at the reference 
temperature to achieve an equivalent process of 
pasteurisation 

60 43.48

61 31.74

62 23.26

63 17.24

64 12.66

65 9.30

66 6.83

67 5.02

68 3.70

69 2.72

70 2.00

71 1.47

72 1.08

73 0.8 (48sec)

74 0.6 (26sec)

75 0.43 (26sec)

76 0.32 (19sec)

77 0.23 (14sec)

78 0.17 (10sec)

79 0.13 (8sec)

80 0.09 (5sec)
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SOUS VIDE PRODUCT FOOD FLOW
Lamb Chump
Food Product: Lamb Chump

List of Ingredients: 200g Lamb Chump (Whole cut from the rump - red meat)

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as portioned Lamb chumps from Udale’s 
speciality foods according to Delivery receiving procedure - 
CCP#1

2. Refridgerated according to according to cooling 
procedure - CCP#2

3. Lamb chumps are trimmed and seasoned - according  
to CCP#5

4. Individually Vac packed in the RAW Vac Packer in 
accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - according  to 
CCP#9

5. Portions are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
60ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 60ºC before commencing the 1 hour 
cooking period.

6. Portions are then cooled in iced water until the probe 
state the core temperature has reached less than 5ºC in no 
longer than 2 hours - according  to CCP#7

7. Portions are then labelled in accordance of the Day Dot 
Policy and labelling procedure and then refrigerated - 
according  to CCP#2

8. Portions are reheated for serving in a 60ºC water bath 
for 20 minutes before bags are opened and meat is sealed 
on the plancha for 1 minute on each side before serving. 
Temperature  of product is taken before serving to ensure 
product reaches 60ºC throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Min Cook Time 1.5 Hour

Max Cook Time 4 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

3 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 20 Minutes
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PORK BELLY

Food Product: Pork Belly

List of Ingredients: Pork Belly, Brine mixture

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as whole pork belly from Udale’s speciality 
foods according to Delivery receiving procedure - CCP#1

2. Refridgerated according to cooling procedure - CCP#2

3. Pork belly is brined in a sugar & salt solution for 24hrs 
while remaining under refrigerated storage.

3. Pork belly is then prepared by being drained, rinsed in 
cold water, dried and cut into Vack Pack bag size squares 
- according to CCP#5

4. Pork Belly squares are then Vac packed in the RAW Vac 
Packer in accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - 
according  to CCP#9

5. Squares are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
64ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 64ºC before commencing the 24 
hour cooking period. (64ºC for 12.66 minutes achieves 
complete pasteurisation) 

6. Squares are then cooled in iced water until they reach 
less than 5ºC in no longer than 2 hours - according  to 
CCP#7

7. Squares are portioned into serving portion sizes in a 
clean & sanitised areas (CCP#5), then Vacuum Packed in 
the Cooked food Vac Packer (CCP#9) and then labelled in 
accordance of the Day Dot Policy and labelling procedure 
and then refrigerated - according  to CCP#2

8. As portions are pasteurised portions are reheated for 
serving in a 60ºC water bath for 10 minutes for small 
portions or 20 minutes for large portions before bags are 
opened and meat is sealed on the plancha for 1 minute on 
each side before serving. Temperature of product is taken 
before serving to ensure product exceeds 60ºC 
throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 64ºC

Min Cook Time 48 Hours

Max Cook Time 48 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

7 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 10/20 Minutes depending on portion size
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VENISON  

Food Product: Venison

List of Ingredients: 200g Venison haunch, bay leaf, pink peppercorn

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as portioned venison haunch steaks from 
Udale’s speciality foods according to Delivery receiving 
procedure - CCP#1

2. Refrigerated according to cooling procedure - CCP#2

3. Venison haunch steaks are trimmed and seasoned - 
according  to CCP#3

4. Individually Vac packed in the RAW Vac Packer in 
accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - according  to 
CCP#9

5. Portions are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
60ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 60ºC before commencing the 93 
minutes cooking period. (60ºC for 43.48 minutes achieves 
complete pasteurisation) 

6. Portions are then cooled in iced water until the probe 
state the core temperature has reached less than 5ºC in no 
longer than 2 hours - according  to CCP#7

7. Portions are then labelled in accordance of the Day Dot 
Policy and labelling procedure and then refrigerated - 
according  to CCP#2

8. As portions are already pasteurised Portions are 
reheated for serving in a 60ºC water bath for 20 minutes 
before bags are opened and meat is sealed on the plancha 
for 1 minute on each side before serving. Temperature  of 
product is taken before serving to ensure product reaches 
60ºC throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Min Cook Time 93 minutes

Max Cook Time 4 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

3 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 20 Minutes
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DUCK BREAST

Food Product: Duck Breast

List of Ingredients: 1 Duck Breast (Poultry)

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as portioned Duck Breast from Reg Johnson 
according to Delivery receiving procedure - CCP#1

2. Refrigerated according to cooling procedure - CCP#2

3.Duck Breasts are trimmed and seasoned - according  to 
CCP#5

4. Individually Vac packed in the RAW Vac Packer in 
accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - according  to 
CCP#9

5. Portions are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
60ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 60ºC before commencing the 93 
minute cooking period. (60ºC for 43.48 minutes achieves 
complete pasteurisation) 

6. Portions are then cooled in iced water until the probe 
state the core temperature has reached less than 5ºC in no 
longer than 2 hours - according  to CCP#7

7. Portions are then labelled in accordance of the Day Dot 
Policy and labelling procedure and then refrigerated - 
according  to CCP#2

8. As portions are already pasteurised Portions are 
reheated for serving in a 57ºC water bath for 20 minutes 
before bags are opened and meat is sealed on the plancha 
for 1 minute on each side before serving. Temperature  of 
product is taken before serving to ensure product reaches 
60ºC throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Min Cook Time 93 Minutes

Max Cook Time 4 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

3 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 20 Minutes
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CHICKEN BREAST 

Food Product: Chicken Breast

List of Ingredients: 1 Chicken Breast (Poultry)

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as portioned chicken breast from Lanigans or 
Udales according to Delivery receiving procedure - CCP#1

2. Refrigerated according to cooling procedure - CCP#2

3.Chicken Breasts are trimmed and seasoned - according  
to CCP#5

4. Individually Vac packed in the RAW Vac Packer in 
accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - according  to 
CCP#9

5. Portions are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
64ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 64ºC before commencing the 1 hour 
cooking period. (64ºC for 12.66 minutes achieves 
complete pasteurisation) 

6. Portions are then cooled in iced water until the probe 
state the core temperature has reached less than 5ºC in no 
longer than 2 hours - according  to CCP#7

7. Portions are then labelled in accordance of the Day Dot 
Policy and labelling procedure and then refrigerated - 
according  to CCP#2

8. As portions are already pasteurised Portions are 
reheated for serving in a 57ºC water bath for 20 minutes 
before bags are opened and meat is sealed on the plancha 
for 1 minute on each side before serving. Temperature  of 
product is taken before serving to ensure product reaches 
57ºC throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 64ºC

Min Cook Time 1 Hour

Max Cook Time 4 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

3 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 20 Minutes
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LEAN FISH  

Food Product: LEAN FISH

List of Ingredients: 1 FISH FILLET (FISH)

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as portioned fish fillet from Lanigans according 
to Delivery receiving procedure - CCP#1

2. Refrigerated according to cooling procedure - CCP#2. If 
the fish is wild it will be frozen to -20ºC for a period of 24 
hours to kill any possible parasites, unless already frozen 
by Lanigans in which case a signed form will be provided. 
Farmed fish will be stored normally according to CCP#2

3.Fish fillets are trimmed and seasoned - according  to 
CCP#5

4. Individually Vac packed in the RAW Vac Packer in 
accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - according  to 
CCP#9

5. Portions are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
57ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 57ºC before commencing the 1 hour 
cooking period.

6. Portions are then cooled in iced water until the probe 
state the core temperature has reached less than 5ºC in no 
longer than 2 hours - according  to CCP#7

7. Portions are then labelled in accordance of the Day Dot 
Policy and labelling procedure and then refrigerated - 
according  to CCP#2

8. As portions are already pasteurised Portions are 
reheated for serving in a 57ºC water bath for 20 minutes 
before bags are opened and meat is sealed on the plancha 
for 1 minute on each side before serving. Temperature  of 
product is taken before serving to ensure product reaches 
57ºC throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 57ºC

Min Cook Time 1 Hour

Max Cook Time 4 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

3 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 57ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 20 Minutes
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Bavette Steak  

Food Product: BAVETTE STEAK

List of Ingredients: 1 Bavette Steak 200g (beef - red meat)

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as portioned steaks from Udales according to 
Delivery receiving procedure - CCP#1

2. Refrigerated according to cooling procedure - CCP#2

3.Steaks are trimmed and seasoned - according  to 
CCP#5

4. Individually Vac packed in the RAW Vac Packer in 
accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - according  to 
CCP#9

5. Portions are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
57ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 57ºC before commencing the 24 
hour cooking period.

6. Portions are then cooled in iced water until the probe 
state the core temperature has reached less than 5ºC in no 
longer than 2 hours - according  to CCP#7

7. Portions are then labelled in accordance of the Day Dot 
Policy and labelling procedure and then refrigerated - 
according  to CCP#2

8. As portions are already pasteurised Portions are 
reheated for serving in a 57ºC water bath for 20 minutes 
before bags are opened and meat is sealed on the plancha 
for 1 minute on each side before serving. Temperature  of 
product is taken before serving to ensure product reaches 
57ºC throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 57ºC

Min Cook Time 1 Hour

Max Cook Time 4 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

3 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 57ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 20 Minutes
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RACK OF LAMB  

Food Product: RACK OF LAMB

List of Ingredients: 200g Rack Of Lamb (3-4 bone, french trimmed)

Step By Step Preparation/Cooking 
Process

1. Received as portioned Lamb Racks from Udale’s 
speciality foods according to Delivery receiving procedure - 
CCP#1

2. Refridgerated according to according to cooling 
procedure - CCP#2

3. Lamb chumps are trimmed and seasoned - according  
to CCP#5

4. Individually Vac packed in the RAW Vac Packer in 
accordance with Vac Pack Procedure - according  to 
CCP#9 using ‘bone grade’ vac packs bags.

5. Portions are then cooked in sous vide water bath at 
60ºC. Using a sous vide probe on the thickest item as 
stated in sous vide cooking instructions, wait until core 
temperature reaches 60ºC before commencing the 1 hour 
cooking period.

6. Portions are then cooled in iced water until the probe 
state the core temperature has reached less than 5ºC in no 
longer than 2 hours - according  to CCP#7

7. Portions are then labelled in accordance of the Day Dot 
Policy and labelling procedure and then refrigerated - 
according  to CCP#2

8. Portions are reheated for serving in a 60ºC water bath 
for 20 minutes before bags are opened and meat is sealed 
on the plancha for 1 minute on each side before serving. 
Temperature  of product is taken before serving to ensure 
product reaches 60ºC throughout.

Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Min Cook Time 1.5 Hour

Max Cook Time 4 Hours

Max Refrigeration Period Under 
Vacuum - After Cooking

3 Days

Reheating Water Bath Temp (ºC) 60ºC

Reheating Water Bath Min Time 20 Minutes
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WATER BATH USE, MAINTENANCE & CHECKS

CLEANING & 
DISINFECTIONS 
OF WATER BATHS 
& CIRCULATORS

• Only food grade polycarbonate tubs are to be used as sous vide baths.
• Tubs are to be cleaned and disinfected by putting through dishwasher.
• Circulators are to be disinfected using hot soapy water and Evans disinfecting 

spray.
• Water baths to be cleaned and disinfected before and after each use.

CIRCULATOR 
TEMPERATURE 
REGUALTION

• All sous vide circulators are to monitored by the chefs using them to make sure 
the are consistently achieving the correct temperatures.

• Temperatures of sous vide baths are to be checked once a week and recored on 
the weekly checks form. They should be accurate to 1ºC of the temperature they 
are set to.

• If a circulator be found not to be accurate it shall be sent off to be serviced.
• Each circulator machine is to receive an annual service.
• Circulators receive a annual service from Sous Vide Tools, where they are also 

calibrated.

WATER BATH 
CAPACITY

• Water baths are not to be overfilled to allow for circulation of water around all 
products within the bath, resulting in an even temperature throughout. Large 
water baths should not exceed 25 vac pack bags and the small water baths 
should not exceed 15 vac pack bags.

WATER BATH 
COOKED / RAW 
SEPERATION

• A separate water bath is to be used for the first initial cook of all sous vide 
products to the water bath which is to be used for re-generation before serving.

•

FOOD HANDLER 
TRAINING

• Only food handlers that have received training from Nick Kain (Head Chef) are 
able to use the Sous vide and vac packing machines.
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SOUS VIDE COOKING & PROBING SOUS VIDE 
FOODS
Cooking Sous Vide:

• Water baths must be calibrated according to the above guidelines ‘circulator temperature 
regualtion’.

• Water baths must never be overfilled, this may cause the temperature of water baths to be 
inaccurate.

• Water baths & circulators are to be cleaned according to the above guidelines.
• Cooked & Raw separation is vital in the sous vide preparation and cooking process. Raw 

products are only to be vac packed in the Raw vac packer & cooked products are only to be vac 
packed in the Cooked vac packer as stated in CCP#9.

The Sous vide cooking setup and process:

• Place a strip of the resealing foam onto vacuum bag.
• Pierce through the foam strip with the sous vide probe into the bag at the thickest point of the 

bags contents, place items into the water bath with probe hanging over the edge.
• Ensure temperature reading is inline with the sous vide cooking temperature controls before 

starting the timer for cooking period. (eg: if cooking temperature is 60 degrees for 1 hour, core 
temperature of the thickest part must be 60 degrees before the hour cooking timer starts.)

• Monitor both the water bath temperature and the core temperature on the probe. Ensure that the 
desired cooking temperature is maintained for the whole cooking period.

• When cooking time is complete, remove all products and place directly into iced water, leaving 
the probe in place, to reduce core temperature of the cooked items to 4 degrees within a 2 hour 
time period.

• Ensure all items are day dot labelled before refrigerating. Items are to be discarded 3 days after 
the cook date.
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SOUS VIDE TRAINING RECORDS
This table shows all the food handlers that have received training on all The Grand Hotel’s Sous 
Vide procedures. The date of their last refresher training is also stated.

Name Date of last refresher training

Nick Kain

Dave Wignall

Christina Payne

Adam Stead

Andy Ely

Jono Ryan

Marcin Cycliff

Lewis Fraser
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KITCHEN PROCEDURES
DAY DOT & LABELLING POLICY
The Grand Hotel operates a DAY DOT POLICY to identify when food should be discarded for 
customer consumption. This policy ensures that reasonable steps have been taken to reduce any 
risk of food poisoning to our customers. The DAY DOT POLICY follows this simple principle.

Each day of the week has a coloured sticky dot that is attached to the receptacle when the food is 
processed. The label has the day of the week printed to identify which day it is produced or 
delivered, a handwritten date on each sticker also helps identify the date that each product was 
processed/delivered.

• Processed food should be discarded three days after the food is processed and labelled.
• Example: Food processed and labelled (Monday) should be discarded after service on Thursday 

evening. 
• Foods that are brought in ready prepared for service should be given a DAY DOT on the delivery 

date.
• The only exception to this is foods that are sealed and have a best before date.
• If this is the case a day dot should be used when the seal is first broken on the packaging.
• Do not use foods after there best before date. 
• Do not cover the original best before date with a day dot, it must always be visible!
• All processed foods that are to be discarded for customer consumption and used for staff food 

are to be cleary labelled so.
• Exception, RICE is to be discarded after service either one day after production or the day after it 

is defrosted.
• Example rice labelled (Monday) should be discarded after service on Tuesday evening.

Separate labels are provided for products that are to be frozen. These have space for 
writing the date of freezing and any relevant product details. All frozen products should be 
discarded after 6 months of freezing. 

Monday Blue

Tuesday Yellow

Wednesday Red

Thursday Brown

Friday Green

Saturday Orange

Sunday Black
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VAC PACKING PROCEDURE
THE GRAND HOTEL has two Vacuum Packing Machines sited in the preparation kitchen 
area. Both machines are labelled, 1 RAW and 1 COOKED. Each machine is to only be 
used for Raw or Cooked products. 

1) The boards are taken out and scrubbed in the large sink using hot water and detergent, 
the boards are then sprayed with food safe sanitiser which is diluted and used in line with 
manufactures recommendations (Evans) and has a contact time of at least 30 seconds 
and wiped dry with paper towel.  
2) All the internal and external surfaces of the machine are then washed thoroughly with 
hot soapy water and then rinsed paying particular attention to the heat seal itself. 
3) The machine is then reassembled. 
4) Each time a Vac Pack Machine is cleaned it will be recorded and submitted on the daily 
kitchen form, stating the time, date and name of person who cleaned it. 

The machine is then ready for use.  

Only trained food handlers are to use the Vac Pack machines. Refresher training is to be 
completed on an annual basis for all food handlers. 

All products that are vac packed are to be labelling in accordance wight the day dot and 
labelling policy. Vac pack products have a maximum shelf life of 7 days. 

Raw machine and Cooked machine are to be separated with each machine only being 
used in clean and sanitised area, away from any contaminants. Storage of plastic pouches 
used for vacuum packing raw stored separate to any used for cooked.  

The use of one vacuum packing machine for packing both raw and cooked foods, 
under no circumstances should be considered safe! 

List of authorised food handlers allowed to use the Vac Pack Machines: 
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Pest Control 
Pest Control Contractor Details

Lancashire Pest Control 01257 260276 http://www.lancspestcontrol.co.uk

Death To Pest - Blackpool 01253 764 999 http://deathtopest.co.uk
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 EXCLUSION POLICY 
All Staff must follow this policy: 

•  Always washyour hands using the soapprovided when entering and re entering the food 
production are, before and after handling food after using the toilet, smoking or blowing your 
nose. 

• Bacteria from hands when transferred to food can cause illness.
• The Grand Hotel operates a no smoking policy. 
• Avoid touching your nose or lips or scratching your head whilst handling food.
• Do not come to work, and immediately notify your line manager if you suspect you may be a 

carrier or suffering from any illnes whichmay be transmitted throughfood, for example:
- Infected wounds
- Skin infections
- Sores
- Diarrhoea
- Vomitting

• Seek advice from your doctor and tell him/her you are a food handler
• Your Manager will advise you when you can return to work (usually 48 hours after symptoms 

cease).
• They may be a requirement in some cases for a doctors certificate to return to work, especially 

after food poisioning.
• avoid coughing or sneezing over food. bacteria will be transmitted to food
• Keep finger nails short and clean, bacteria harbours beneath long finger nails. Nail varnish or nail 

extensions must not be worn.
• Do not wear jewellery (Except a plain wedding ring or band)No facial piercing is allowed 
• Do not smoke whilst handling food, it is against the law.
• Food must not be consumed whilst preparing food
• Keep all wounds covered with plasters, uncovered cotton bandages are forbidden.
• Bath or shower daily to  keep yourself clean and fresh
• Remember to wash your hands after handling raw foods, after emptying refuse and at any time 

you feel your hands have become contaminated.
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HAND WASHING GUIDE 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Kitchen Cloths & Chopping Boards
A colour coded system is in place for using cloths and chopping boards.

• To Avoid cross-contamination the above usage procedure must be followed.
• When kitchen cloths are finished with they are to be washed in a High temperature wash cycle.
• Areas that have been used to prepare RAW foods must be cleaned down using the Red cloths 

using hot soapy water followed by  application of Evan disinfecting anti-bacterial spray.
• Chopping boards are to be washed in hot soapy water followed by being put through the pan 

wash to kill all remaining bacteria on the boards and then dried with a clean cloth before being 
used again.

Kitchen Cloth Colour USE

Red RAW only

Blue General Cleaning

Yellow Cooked Food Preparation (Patting dry)

Chopping Board Colour USE

Red RAW Meat only

Blue RAW Fish Only

Yellow Cooked Foods & Ready To Serve Only

Green RAW Fruit & Vegetables
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DELIVERY INSPECTION PROCEDURE 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Probe & Sous Vide Calibration Form
Form to be printed & stored in kitchen for weekly completion.

Date Name Probe Calibration Sous Vide Temperature 
Check

All probes have been re-
calibrated using boiling 
water. If probe is in-
accurate a new probe is 
to be purchased.

Using re-calibrated 
probe,, water bath 
temperature has been 
checked to ensure it is 
the same as digital 
display. If not, 
waterbacth to be sent in 
for service & repair.
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Fridge & Freezer Temperature Checks
Form to be printed & stored in kitchen for weekly completion. Take the temperature from the bottle 
of water stored in the fridge.
Date UCF 1 

(Starter 
Side)

UCF 2 
(Desser
t 
Section)

UCF 3 
(Main 
course 
Side)

Walk In 
1 
(Preppe
d 
Fridge)

Walk in 
2 (Raw 
Fridge)

Walk in 
3 
(Functio
n)

Dairy 
Fridge

Walk in 
Freezer

UC 
Freezer
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